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Sun Belt boom - Harvard Kennedy School - Harvard University SUN BELT comprises the states of the South and the Southwest. Economic growth in many Sun Belt cities since World War II has stimulated interregional migration from the NE United States and the Rust Belt; by 1990, Los Angeles' rise was one of the most intriguing developments in recent urban history. They put the rise of Sunbelt cities into the context of American urban history, and clarify the events taking place in various urban strata. Original contributions deal with one of the most intriguing developments in recent urban history -- the sudden economic and political rise of the Sunbelt cities in the United States. Sunbelt cities became the fastest growing in the nation. The region was also home to industries identified with modern US economic growth – aerospace, high-tech, and other industries. Sunbelt Rising: The Politics of Space, Place, and Region - Google Books Result
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